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Purpose: This study aimed to examine the effect of radiation esophagitis (RE) and the dynamics of RE on subse- 

quent survival in non-small cell lung cancer (NSCLC) patients who underwent radiotherapy. 

Experimental Design: Patients with NSCLC treated with fractionated thoracic radiotherapy enrolled in prospective 

trials were eligible. RE was graded prospectively according to Common Terminology Criteria for Adverse Events 

(CTCAE) v3.0 per protocol requirement weekly during-RT and 1 month after RT. This study applied conditional 

survival assessment which has advantage over traditional survival analysis as it assesses the survival from the 

event instead of from the baseline. P -value less than 0.05 was considered to be significant. The primary endpoint 

is overall survival. 

Results: A total of 177 patients were eligible, with a median follow-up of 5 years. The presence of RE, the 

maximum RE grade, the evolution of RE and the onset timing of RE events were all correlated with subsequent 

survival. At all conditional time points, patients first presented with RE grade1 (initial RE1) had significant inferior 

subsequent survival (multivariable HRs median: 1.63, all P -values < 0.05); meanwhile those with RE progressed 

had significant inferior subsequent survival than those never develop RE (multivariable HRs median: 2.08, all P - 

values < 0.05). Multivariable Cox proportional-hazards analysis showed significantly higher C-indexes for models 

with inclusion of RE events than those without (all P -values < 0.05). 

Conclusion: This study comprehensively evaluated the impact of RE with conditional survival assessment and 

demonstrated that RE is associated with inferior survival in NSCLC patients treated with RT. 
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. Introduction 

Radiation esophagitis (RE) is a common acute toxicity which occurs

n non-small cell lung cancer (NSCLC) patients treated with radiation

herapy (RT). Classically, RE starts 2 to 4 weeks after RT initiation and

ersists for several weeks after the completion of RT 

1 . In patients treated

ith concurrent chemoradiation, approximately 50% of patients de-

elop grade 2 or higher RE 2 and 25% grade 3 or higher RE 3 . Symptoms

f acute RE include odynophagia, dysphagia, and retrosternal pain, or
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ome combination of these 3 , 4 . Endoscopic evaluation often reveals ery-

hema and ulceration which result from various inflammatory changes

nd radiation-related atrophy of endothelial and stromal cells 5 . Severe

E can impair nutrition and necessitate a treatment break, which is as-

ociated with inferior oncologic outcomes 6 , 7 . 

Although there are a number of studies on predictive factors for

E 1-3 , 8–10 , yet few studies have examined the effect on long-term sur-

ival. Randomized Phase III Trial RTOG 9410 revealed that with a

edian follow-up time of 11 years, the rates of acute grade 3–5 non-
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ematologic toxicities were higher with concurrent than sequential ther-

py, but late toxicities were similar 11 . A retrospective by Holgersson

t al. 12 reported that RE can be a prognostic factor in patients with lung

ancer. It is unclear whether the RE has an effect on long-term out-

ome of these patients and there are interactions between RE and sub-

equent survival. In addition, tumor stage and other clinical information

t baseline can only provide limited prognostic information, treatment

ide effects like the RE events after treatment initiation may help im-

rove prognostication. 

Common survival analysis may not be suitable in such study because

he RE event is a changing variable after RT initiation. Conditional sur-

ival, defined as the probability of surviving further t years, given a pa-

ient has already survived s years after treatment initiation, is a prefer-

ble method. Conditional survival provides dynamic assessment at var-

ous time point after treatment initiation and has a potential to provide

ore accurate prediction on prognosis at later times 13 , 14 . Using condi-

ional survival method, this study aimed to study the effects of RE events

nd dynamics on patients’ subsequent survival in patients with locally

dvanced NSCLC treated with fractionated radiotherapy. 

. Materials and methods 

.1. Study design and inclusion criteria 

This was a secondary analysis of four prospective trials (UMCC

003.073, UMCC 2003.076, NCT00603057, NCT01190527) in patients

ith NSCLC as shown in Supplemental Table 1. Patients who were el-

gible for these studies included those with fluorodeoxyglucose (FDG)-

vid tumors (maximum standard uptake value (SUV) ≥ 4.0, from positron

mission tomography (PET) scan of any date, any scanner) and histo-

ogically or cytologically proven NSCLC. There were no clinical exclu-

ion criteria for these clinical studies. Patients were treated with be-

ween March 11, 2004 and March 21, 2013 and were followed until Sep

2, 2016. Baseline clinicopathologic variables were collected, and serial

valuations of treatment response and toxicity were performed during

nd after therapy. University of Michigan ethics committee approved the

esearch. All participants gave written informed cosent to participate in

he study. 

.2. Radiation treatment 

All patients were treated with fractionated conformal RT of thorax

ith or without concurrent or sequential chemotherapy (Supplemental

able 1). The gross tumor volume (GTV) included the primary tumor

nd any involved hilar or mediastinal lymph nodes, as determined by tis-

ue diagnosis and/or PET-CT. Due to the dose/fraction variation among

atients in the four prospective trials, biologically effective dose (BED)

as computed to normalize doses by using the linear-quadratic model

ith alpha/beta ratio of 10 Gy. 

.3. Radiation esophagitis 

RE, defined as either dysphagia or odynophagia, was assessed and

raded prospectively by the treating physicians according to a prede-

ned grade system of odynophagia or dysphagia, according to the Com-

on Terminology Criteria for Adverse Events (CTCAE) v3.0 15 . Patients

ere evaluated weekly during RT, with follow-up evaluations at 1,3, 6,

, 12, 18, and 24 months after completion of RT. Detailed history and

hysical examination as well as a chest computed tomography (CT) scan

ere performed at each visit except for the 1-month follow-up visit. 

.4. Statistical analysis 

Conditional overall survival estimates were computed for every addi-

ional time survived after the initiation of RT, conditional on being alive

t the beginning of that subsequent time (subsequent survival) 13 , 14 .
32 
otal 7 conditional time points were selected (1-week, 0.5-month, 1-

onth, 1.5-month, 2-month, 2.5-month, 3-month following the initia-

ion of RT), correspondingly, 7 subgroups’ conditional overall survivals

ere estimated. 

Under conditional overall survival analysis, the univariate and mul-

ivariable Cox proportional-hazards models including dynamic RE grade

r RE onset timing were performed. Significant clinical variables (at the

.05 p level) were also included in multivariable models. Model discrim-

nation was evaluated by the concordance index (C-index) 16 . The paired

 -test was applied to compare the C-index to understand whether RE

vent was an independent prognostic factor of subsequent survival. P -

alue < 0.05 was considered statistically significant. All statistical anal-

ses were conducted with R, version 3.6.1 17 . 

The effects of RE were studied under five different scenarios: 1) Ini-

ial RE grade, classified into no RE (RE0, and these patients never got

E during the whole course of their diseases), initially experienced RE

rade = 1 (initial RE1) or initially experienced RE grade ≥ 2 (initial RE2);

) maximum RE grade, also with classifications of no RE (RE0), expe-

ienced maximum grade = 1 RE (maximum RE1) or grade ≥ 2 (maximum

E2) before the conditional time point; 3) RE evolution, classified into

he following scenarios: presented with any grade of RE that either pro-

ressed to higher grade RE or not resolved till 3 months (RE progressed);

resented with any grade of RE, and RE finally resolved (RE resolved);

sing RE0 as the reference; 4) The onset timing of the first RE (initial

E-timing, 0 for RE0); and 5) The timing of the maximum grade of RE

resented before the conditional time point (maximum RE-timing). 

. Results 

.1. Baseline clinical characteristics 

A total of 177 patients from four prospective trials were retrospec-

ively analyzed. After a median follow-up time of 5.0 years (range, 2

ays to 11.2 years), 134 (75.7%) patients died and 43 (24.3%) patients

ere censored. Table 1 presents the baseline clinical characteristics of

he entire cohort. The median age was 65.9 years, 75.7% were male, and

6.1% patients received both RT and chemotherapy (all except one re-

eived concurrent therapy). Karnofsky Performance Status (KPS), Clin-

cal American Joint Committee on Cancer (AJCC) Stage, Stereotactic

ody Radiation Therapy (SBRT) and Biologically Effective Dose (BED)

ere significant for overall survival as shown in Table 1 . 

.2. RE characteristics 

In this study, RE events referred to any RE, i.e. grade = 1 or ≥ 2 which

ncluded grade 2 and 3, as there was no grade 4 or 5 in this study. As

hown in Fig. 1 , total 176 patients were alive at 1 month following the

nitiation of RT and 171 remained alive after 3 months. A total of 105

atients presented with events of RE grade = 1 or RE grade ≥ 2; RE in 24

atients worsened and RE in 87 patients resolved from RT initiation to

he end of 3-month. However, the total number of RE events were much

ore than the numbers shown in Fig. 1 , because resolved RE events

ere not counted in at later conditional time points. The exact num-

ers or percentages of each kind of RE events at each time point were

isted in Section 3.3 to 3.6 and shown in Fig. 2 - 5 (subplots of patients’

ercentages). 

.3. Initial RE grade and survival 

As shown in Fig. 1 , at 1-week after RT treatment initiation, 7 (4.0%)

nd 1 (0.6%) patients had initial RE1 and initial RE2, respectively. At

he end of 3 months, total 68 (39.8%) and 34 (19.9%) developed RE1

nd RE2, respectively. Counting up to the end of 3-month, the median

nset of initial RE1 was 3 weeks, while the initial RE2 was 3.4 weeks.

he median subsequent survival of patients were 19.9 months and 11.5
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Fig. 1. The distribution of radiation esophagitis (RE). x -axis shows the conditional time points from RT commencement, y -axis represents the patient numbers 

(percentages) with different RE grades. 

Fig. 2. The initial grade of radiation esophagitis (RE) and subsequent survival. From top row to bottom row, subplots are 7 time points of patients with (A) RE0 

as the reference, (B) initial RE1, and (C) initial RE2. From left column to right column, subplots are (1) subgroups at each conditional time point with the number 

of the still alive patients, (2) patient percentages (%) with RE events, (3) subsequent survivals (months) in (median: solid, inter-quartile range (IQR): dash, range: 

dot), (4) onset timing of initial RE1 and initial RE2 (weeks) in (median: solid, IQR: dash, range: dot), (5) the hazard ratios (HRs) of initial RE1 and initial RE2 in 

(median: solid, 95%confidence interval (CI): dash), including univariate HRs (black) and multivariable HRs (color), and (6) P -values of HRs, including univariate 

P -values (black) and multivariable P -values (color). The same horizon refers to the results at the same conditional time points.(For interpretation of the references 

to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 

33 
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Table 1 

Baseline clinical characteristics of all patients and their univariate correlations with overall survival. 

Clinical characteristics No. (%) HR 95%CI P -value 

Gender 

Female 

Male 

43 (24.3) 

134 (75.7) 

Ref. 

1.46 0.96–2.24 0.07 

Age 

Median (1st – 3rd Qu) 65.9 (60.1–73.5) 1.01 0.99–1.03 0.16 

KPS 

< 80 

≥ 80 

36 (20.3) 

141 (79.7) 

Ref. 

0.55 0.37–0.83 0.004 • 
Smoking status 

No 

Yes 

6 (3.3) 

171 (96.7) 

Ref. 

3.99 0.96–16.19 0.06 

Clinical AJCC Stage 

I 

II 

III 

35 (19.8) 

23 (13.0) 

119 (67.2) 

Ref. 

2.25 

1.58 

1.21–4.14 

0.99–2.52 

0.01 • 
0.05 

T stage 

1 

2 

3 

4 

41 (23.2) 

43 (24.3) 

49 (27.7) 

44 (24.8) 

Ref. 

1.33 

1.47 

1.35 

0.79–2.21 

0.9–2.41 

0.88–2.37 

0.27 

0.12 

0.14 

N stage 

0 

1 

2 

3 

59 (33.3) 

20 (11.3) 

61 (34.5) 

27 (20.9) 

Ref. 

1.52 

1.47 

1.58 

0.83–2.76 

0.97–2.23 

0.98–2.357 

0.17 

0.07 

0.06 

Chemotherapy 

No 

Yes 

60 (33.9) 

117 (66.1) 

Ref. 

1.21 0.84–1.74 0.3 

SBRT 

No 152 (85.9) Ref. 

Yes 25 (24.1) 0.49 0.26–0.91 0.02 • 
BED (Gy) 

Low Median (1st – 3rd Qu) 

High Median (1st – 3rd Qu) 

78.0 (72.0–79.7) 

105.0 (92.3–109.9) 

Ref. 

0.56 0.4–0.8 0.001 • 

Abbreviation: KPS, Karnofsky Performance Status; SBRT, Stereotactic Body Radiation Therapy; BED, Biologically Effective Dose; 

Qu, quartile; HR, hazard ratio; CI, confident interval. 

• P -value < 0.05. 
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onths for initial RE1 and RE2, respectively, comparing to the median

ubsequent survival of 29.1 months for patients without RE (RE0). 

Conditional overall survivals of the initial RE grades are shown in

ig. 2 . In each conditional time points, univariate Cox proportional-

azards model was established with initial RE; multivariable model was

stablished with initial RE and other significant clinical factors (KPS,

tage, SBRT and BED), which was similar in other scenarios. Interest-

ngly, at all conditional time points from 1-week to 3-month following

he initiation of RT, the patients with initial RE1 had significant inferior

ubsequent survival (univariate HRs median: 1.56; multivariable HRs

edian: 1.63; all P -values < 0.05). Patients with initial RE2 also had

nferior subsequent survival (univariate HRs median: 1.7, P -values me-

ian: 0.04; multivariable HRs median: 1.75, P -values median: 0.04) than

E0. Initial RE2 in 1-month were not significant for inferior subsequent

urvival, likely due to the fact that less than 10% of patients had initial

E2 in 1-month. 

.4. Maximum RE grade and conditional survival 

As shown in Fig. 3 , the profile of maximum RE at 1-week is similar

o that of above initial RE, while some patients with RE grade 1 evolved

o RE grade 2 later. Before the end of 3-month following RT initiation,

otal 45 (26.3%) and 57 (33.4%) patients had maximum RE1 and max-

mum RE2, respectively. The median onset timing of maximum RE1 or

aximum RE2 were 3 weeks or 4 weeks, respectively; the corresponding

edian subsequent survivals were 18.7 months or 14.1 months respec-

ively; meanwhile the median subsequent survival of patients with RE0

ere 29.1 months. 

Conditional overall survival analyses incorporating the maximum

rades of RE experienced were also performed as shown in Fig. 3 . Com-
34 
aring to RE0 patients, the patients with maximum RE1 had inferior

ubsequent survival (univariate HRs median: 1.39, P -values median:

.14; multivariable HRs median: 1.47, P -values median: 0.1); similarly,

he patients with maximum RE2 also did worse (univariate HRs me-

ian: 1.82, P -values median: 0.006; multivariable HRs median: 1.96,

 -values median: 0.004). The maximum RE1 presented earlier than 1-

onth (early onset) were significant for subsequent survival comparing

o all other patients; meanwhile after 1-month, the maximum RE2 were

ignificant with subsequent survival comparing to RE0 patients. 

.5. RE evolution and conditional survival 

In addition, analysis considering the effects of the evolution RE

n subsequent survival were also performed by conditional survival

ethod. As shown in Fig. 4 , at 1-week after RT treatment initiation,

otal 8 (4.6%) patients had already experienced RE (RE progressed). At

.5-month, 27 patients (15.3%) had developed RE or RE progressed to

igher grades (RE progressed); and 1 patient (0.6%) had initial RE re-

olved. Because of dynamic RE and death, at the end of 3-month, there

ere 15 (8.8%) and 87 (50.9%) patients with RE progressed and RE

esolved respectively, while the remaining 69 patients (40.3%) never

xperienced any RE. 

The median onset timing of RE progressed and RE resolved were 1

nd 2.5 months, respectively; and the median subsequent survival were

.2 months and 18.9 months, respectively. Meanwhile the median sub-

equent survival with RE0 as reference were longer as 29.1 months. 

The conditional overall survival assessment examining the RE evo-

ution was shown in Fig. 4 . At all conditional time points, the patients

ith RE progressed had significant inferior subsequent survival (uni-

ariate HRs median: 2.16; multivariable HRs median: 2.08; all P -values
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Fig. 3. The maximum grades of radiation esophagitis (RE) and conditional survival. From top row to bottom row, subplots are for patients at 7 time points (A) 

the RE0 as reference, (B) maximum RE1, and (C) maximum RE2. From left column to right column, subplots are (1) subgroups at each conditional time point with 

patient number, (2) patient percentages, (3) subsequent survivals in (median: solid, IQR: dash, range: dot), (4) onset timing of maximum RE1 and maximum RE2 

in (median: solid, IQR: dash, range: dot), (5) the HRs of maximum RE1 and maximum RE2 in (median: solid, 95%CI: dash), including univariate HRs (black) and 

multivariable HRs (color), and (6) P -values of HRs, including univariate P -values (black) and multivariable P -values (color). The same horizon refers to the results 

at same conditional time points.(For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 
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 0.05). The patients with RE resolved had borderline significant infe-

ior subsequent survival (univariate HRs median: 1.51, P -values median:

.08; multivariable HRs median: 1.73, P -values median: 0.06) than those

ith RE0. 

.6. RE onset timings are prognostics 

The onset timings of RE events, including any RE and maximum RE

s defined in Section 2.4 , and their subsequent survivals are shown in

ig. 5 (A) and 5(B), respectively. At 1-month following the initiation of

T, both initial RE-timing and maximum RE-timing were significant as-

ociated with subsequent survival under either univariate or multivari-

ble analysis (all P -values: < 0.05). The initial RE-timing had significant

nferior subsequent survival (univariate HR: 1.16, P -value: 0.004; mul-

ivariable HR: 1.2, P -value: 0.001) at 1-week; (univariate HR: 1.05, P -

alue: 0.002; multivariable HR: 1.05, P -value: 0.004) at 0.5-month. The

aximum RE-timing had the same results as initial RE-timing. 

.7. C-index 

To understand if RE is an independent biomarker of survival, the

omparison of C-index was applied. At all conditional time points, the

ultivariable Cox proportional-hazards models incorporating signifi-

ant clinical variables with inclusion of initial RE grade had the discrim-

nation power (C-indexes median: 0.65); maximum RE grade (C-indexes

edian: 0.64), RE evolution (C-indexes median: 0.64); initial RE-timing

C-indexes median: 0.63); or maximum RE-timing (C-indexes median:

.64). These models improved C-indexes from the multivariable models

ith only significant clinical variables (C-indexes median: 0.62, all com-
35 
aring P -values: < 0.05) and greater than the univariate Cox regressions

ith only RE events (all comparing P -values: < 0.01) ( Fig. 6 ). 

. Discussion 

This study, representing a comprehensive conditional survival as-

essment, demonstrated at first time that the presence of RE events, their

ynamic (progression or resolution within 3 months) and onset timing

ere significantly associated with subsequent survival in the NSCLC pa-

ients treated with thoracic radiotherapy. 

The method of conditional survival analysis used in this study is

 dynamic study of subsequent survival. Conditional survival analysis

as been implemented for several cancer sites including gastrointesti-

al, prostate, retroperitoneal sarcoma, kidney and the ovaries 18-24 . The

ain clinical utility of conditional survival analysis is in counselling

atients who have already survived a certain period of time after their

reatment. In this study, we analyzed the RE toxicities which started and

volved after the initiation of RT and even continued after the end of

T by conditional survival assessments. The descriptive data on survival

utcome are informative to the practice physicians for better patient

ounselling. 

To the best of our knowledge, this is the first comprehensive study to

ystematically investigate the effect of RE on survival. Interestingly, this

tudy demonstrated that (1) the presence of any RE grade was significant

or inferior subsequent survival. (2) The survival impact of maximum

E grade was at least, if not more, important than initial RE grade as

reviously reported 25 . (3) the patients with RE progressed had signifi-

ant inferior subsequent survival than those who did not progress, while

he RE resolved events were also significant for inferior survival than
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Fig. 4. The evolution of radiation esophagitis (RE) and subsequent survival. Cox regression models were used to estimate the hazard ratios (HRs). From top row to 

bottom row, subplots are for patients at 7 time points for (A) the RE0 as reference, (B) RE progressed, (C) RE resolved. From left column to right column, subplots 

are (1) subgroups at each conditional time point with patient number, (2) patient percentages, (3) subsequent survivals in (median: solid, IQR: dash, range: dot), 

(4) the newest onset timing of RE progressed and RE resolved in (median: solid, IQR: dash, range: dot), (5) the HRs of RE progressed and RE resolved in (median: 

solid, 95%CI: dash), including univariate HRs (black) and multivariable HRs (color), and (6) P -values of HRs, including univariate P -values (black) and multivariable 

P -values (color). The same horizon refers to the results at same conditional time points.(For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader 

is referred to the web version of this article.) 

Fig. 5. The onset timing of radiation esophagitis (RE) and subsequent survival. This figure shows the results of Cox regression models with (A) the onset timing 

of first RE event and (B) the timings of the maximum RE grades. Similarly in (A) and (B), from left column to right column, subplots are (1) subgroups at each 

conditional time point with patient number, (2) patient percentages, (3) subsequent survivals in (median: solid, IQR: dash, range: dot), (4) the onset timing of RE 

events in (median: solid, IQR: dash, range: dot), (5) the HRs of initial RE-timing/maximum RE-timing, in (median: solid, 95%CI: dash), including univariate HRs 

(black) and multivariable HRs (color), (6) P -values of HRs, including univariate P -values (black) and multivariable P -values (color). The same horizon refers to the 

results at same conditional time points.(For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 
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Fig. 6. C-indexes of Radiation Esophagitis (RE) events. This figure shows the C-indexes of Cox regression models with (1) patients numbers at each of the 7 time 

points, (2) initial RE grade, (3) maximum RE grade, (4) RE evolution, (5) the onset timing of first RE event and (6) the timings of the maximum RE grades. From 

(2) to (6), C-indexes of multivariable of RE events incorporating with significant clinical variables (color), C-indexes of multivariable only with significant clinical 

variables (black), C-indexes of univariate models (dashed color). The same horizon refers to the results at same conditional time points.(For interpretation of the 

references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 
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hose never had RE. (4) The onset timing of acute RE in 1-month was

ignificantly associated with inferior subsequent survival. One hypoth-

sis is that early RE may present in those patients with higher intrinsic

ormal tissue radiosensitivity. Another hypothesis is that although the

E symptoms resolved from medical management, some of the normal

issue damage already induced may not be repaired completely, thus

eading to worse additional survival. 

In addition, all kinds of RE features were associated with overall

urvival. The predictive C-indexes of the multivariable Cox regression

ncluding initial RE grade and significant clinical variables were 0.65

IRQ: 0.64 to 0.65), comparable to other models reported in the litera-

ures. For example, Aerts et al. 26 found that the four prognostic radiomic

ignatures computed from baseline CT scans of the primary tumor had

 good performance of predicting OS in an independent validation co-

ort of stage I-III NSCLC patients (C-index, 0.65); while de Jong et al. 27 

sing same model showed suboptimal C-index (C-index, 0.58) in their

ohort. 

Although it was less studied on the significant correlation between

E and survival, it was well accepted that RE was a side effector ac-

ompanied with radiation therapy. Some reasons behind the occurrence

f RE have been studied. For example, Harder EM, et al. 28 found that

ED was a strong predictor of RE grade ≥ 2 ( P < 0.05); Xu T, et al. 29 

ound that high serum miR-155 and miR-221 during the first 2 weeks of

reatment were associated with RE (miR-155: OR = 1.53, 95% CI: 1.04–

.25, P = 0.03; miR-221: OR = 2.07, 95% CI: 1.17–3.64, P = 0.012); Our

roup 30 combined baseline level of IL-8 in plasma and esophagus gener-

lized equivalent uniform dose to predict the RE grade ≥ 2 (AUC = 0.78).

n this study, we also found KPS, cancer stage, N stage, with chemother-

py and whether SBRT are significant clinical characteristics with the

evelopment of RE while BED is not significant. It still need many stud-

es to do to clarify the cause of RE and the correlations behind RE and

urvival in the future. 

There are some limitations in this study. First, RE toxicities are symp-

oms of radiation damage to the esophagus which could have some

orrelation with damage of other adjacent organs that deserves further

tudy. Secondly, because only a limited number of patients developed

rade 3 or higher toxicities, these patients could not be analyzed sepa-

ately. Thirdly, we did not consider the clinical characteristics like the

osition of tumor, histology and weight loss in this study because of their

ots of missing data when the collection started more than ten years ago.

ourth, patients in this analysis were from four prospective trials with

ifferent radiation treatment strategies including patients treated con-

entional or dose escalated RT, and this study simplified the RT dose

ariable as BED in the multivariable Cox proportional hazards models.

astly, this study emphasized the effect of RE on overall survival, did

ot intend to include all clinical significant factors like comorbidity to

evelop a comprehensive model for overall survival, which is a topic of

ur future study with large number of patients. 

Overall, this study systematically quantified the effect size of RE on

ubsequence survival by estimating any RE, RE onset-timing and RE dy-

amics, and comparing their C-indexes performances by conditional sur-
37 
ival assessment. Critical detailed information with regard to RE may be

elpful for guiding subsequent patient care. While findings of this study

arrant independent validation, these findings call for a more stratified

ose constraint to limit toxicity in normal organs to avoid undue toxic-

ty in radiotherapy for lung cancer. Investigations in a larger number of

atients are urgently needed for independent validation and to evaluate

he effects of RE events among survivors of lung cancer. 
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